Minutes of Committee Meeting May 18th 2014

Chris is to push annual membership fees by sending weekly reminders to rejoin before the end of
June.

Tony is going to organise a new members sheet in greyscale to make it easier to keep track and will
keep the committee updated on all new members weekly.
Also Tony will send names to Dave of all new members as soon as they have paid their membership
fees, to make sure they get on the on list immediately.

Lee valley was discussed, but not considered a threat to our club.
It was considered whether to approach LV about possible reductions in membership fees. This will
be discussed in the future.

The pool fee collection rota has still not been finalised through lack of cooperation. We would be
very grateful if all committee members could fill in the dates that are convenient for them when Jon
sends out a third rota chart.
Chris will send a reminder to the person on duty each week.
The reconciliation was made clearer on the pool fee collection forms and hopefully will be more user
friendly when Tony has grey scaled them.
It was also decided that the person who collects the pool fees should email Tony with the results.

It was decided that Paul and Caroline should be allowed to become Country Members.

The stock check was discussed and Tony is going to send out a copy of it to the committee email.
The storage of unused equipment and boats was discussed and Tony is to set up a club eBay account
to sell anything unwanted. Giving club members first choice though.

There were concerns that Peter Day, although very involved in the club, is not a member. It was
decided he should be offered annual honourable membership.

The problem of boat loan was discussed and it was felt that it should be made clear to people when
they borrow boats for non club trips that they are liable for any damage the boats may incur.

Niki was to be reminded that she needs to return the GT. (This has been done and the GT is back in
the boathouse)
The Prospector has been collected from its rescuers and is also back in the boathouse!

The form from the Sports North Herts concerning funding for the club is to be scanned by Jon and
emailed to the committee so that a decision can be agreed on what to reply before the 27 th June
(? think that was the date, it’s on the form Jon) .

Darren is to write an article on BaDCC and hopefully get it in to Jess Young at Sports North Herts in
time to coincide with the article on Luke Smyth in the next SNH magazine.

And lastly Darren is to find out about the possibilities of leaflets i.e. the cost, amount and
distribution.

